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Labor Markets for New Spence and
Graduates in. Private Industry

This report presents data on labor market conditions for science and engineering (S/E) grad:
uates based on the responses of 255 firms to a mail and telephone survey conducted in late fall of
1981 It was found that only information on ih recruiting experience of new S/E graduates Was
readily available on o centralized basis Per noel officials indicated that within each field
however, this recruiting experidriceI was a good overall indicator of market condi4ans (Or all
scientists and engineers .

- The following industries, which account for almost three-fourths of the private industrial
employment of scientists and engineers, were surveyed mining, construction, petroleum refining
and extraction, chemicals, primary andjabricated metals, office machines. nonelectric and elec-
tric machiner; and equipment, aircraft, other transportatiax equipment. electric and gas
services. and engineering/architectural and other business services The respondingorganiza-
tions employed 102,000 scientists and engineers or about 8 percent of total industrial S/E employ-
ment in 1981 Usable responses were obtained from 101 "large" firms and 154 "medium" firms
The large firms employqd 90 percent of the totarS/E employment reported F'or fields that are-
norwidely represented in industry, such as the biological and social sciences, the limited sample
precluded meaningful analysis

Definite and likely shortages' were concentrated in the
computer and engineering fields: Forty percent or more
of employers of bacheloh- and master's -level _graduates
reported shortages of persons trained in computer sci-
ence. systems analysis;. and electrical,electronic, petro-
leum, and computer engineering (table 1.) .

Those fields .ia which employers indicated a general
balance between supply and demand for bachelor's and
masters graduates were chemical, indu-Strial, and mechan-
ical engineering and the earth sciences.

Fields in which job applicants were in excess of needs
included physics, mathematics, chemistry, and cis, il
engineering.

Employer perceptions of shortages of Ph, D.'s were not
consistent with those at the lower degree levels. Thus, a
large majority of employers of Ph. D.'s reported adequate
or surplus numbers of job applicants in the fields of com-
puter science; systems analysis; electpical; electronic and
mechanical engineering; and the earth sciences. On the
other hand, over 40 percent of the employers of chemical
engineering Ph D 's reported shortages in this field. (The
number of responses'regarding Ph. D.'s in industrial,
petroleum, and computer engineering, mathematics, and
physics was not sufficient to assess market conditions.)
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Reported shortages were concentrated in'thosVindustries

.that had exp?rienced overall employment growth in 1981
hese were office machine (cornputerl manufacturing,

electronic component manufacturing, computer and data
processing services, and petroleum extraction.

At each degree level a greater proportion of employers
reported shortages for engineering graduates than for
science graduates (chart 1). for example, over 40 percent
of employers of chelor's-.degree recipients in engineer-
ing fields and 30 percent of the employers of bachelor's-

degree recipients in science fields reported more vacancies
than qualified applicants. The smallest differential between
science and engineering was reported for Ph. D.'s, 30 per-
cent of employers of engineering doctoral graduates versus
25 percent of emploYers of science doctoral graduates.

,
Large firms, on the average, sought proportionately more
new workers than medium-sized firms-15 percent of the
firm's total S/E employment for large firms versus 6 NI.-. cent for medium-sized firms. Medium firms were signifi.2
candy more successful thaniarger organizations in meet-
ing recruitment requirements.

..
A large proportion (43 percentl of the employers reporting
shortages felt That these were attributable to rapid growth
of, their industry. Over one-fourth attributed Jheir short-
ages to competition from,otherindustries. The most fre-
quent action taken by employers with shortages was to
increase recruitment effort. This action was reported by
two-fifths of affected respondents, Only 3 percent of
respondents experiencing shortages noted that produc-
tion or R&D levels were affected.

Prepared In the Utilizatinn Studies-Droup, Division of Science Resources Studies
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Chart 1. Employers' perceptions of supply/demand balance
for scientists and engineers by degree level: 1981
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Inttoduction

Labor market imbalancesskill shortages or skill sur-
pluses are cause fpr. conceal because of the resource mis-
allocations they represent and he resulting spcial and
economic diffiqulties his analysis concentrates on imbal-
ances between' the supply and demand for scientists and
engineers- in private inclnstry, the larg&t,employinent sector
for thek skills. In particular, it focuses on the hiring and
recruitment of new S/E graduates.'Accordifig to personnel
directors of industrial companies, market conditions for this

' . group are a good indicator of market conditions fot all scien-
tists and engineerp in particular fields. . .
.Several indicators of industrial S/E labor markft condi-

tions are examined. The first is "employer perception" of
'the adequacy of the supply of new graduates. This indicator
has the strength of "expert" experience since the respondents
were either personnel directots or college recruiting specialists.
Perceptions of individual employers -were aggregated by
giving the response of each employer equal weight. Shortages,
hojever. were more frequently reportedhy large firms thr-
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by medium firms. Therefore, the se erity of the problem is
probably understated by this indicator. "Employer percep-
tions" also suffers from the lack of a common definkon of
what constitutes an "adequate supply:" For example, even
though all hiring goals had been achieved. some employers
reported a shortage because they had hadlo extend unusual
recruiting efforts such as offering higher than desired salaries
or hire lower ranked graduates.

Because of the difficulties involved in(friterpreting and
classifying employer opinions, quantitative data were also
obtained an hiring goals, actual hires, and on the number of
offers made during the recruitment process.'These'data were
used for the development of a second indicator, 'hiring
successz" which is the ratio of actual hires to hiring goals.
Both numerators and denominators of the hiring success
ratio were summed over all employers. Thus, this indicator
is weighted to reflect firm size. A low ratio iS clearly con-
sistent with a shortage situation. Ratios,near one, however,
are indicative of either surplus or balances. Since labor
markets do not adjust instantaneously, job openings can exist
even in a situation of -balance.

For employer perceptions, market conditions were classic
fied on the basis of reported patterns of:perceived surplus.
-b4rafice. and shortage for each. field. Fields in which more
than tvo-fifths of the employers reported more vacancies

qualififd4pplicants, and feW employers reporrebisur-
pluses, were classified as stimttpgek (chart 2). Fieldsin which

_the respondents were roughly evenly divided among three
classes of. market conditions (i.e., shortage, balance, and
surplus) were considered to be in balance. Fields in which
mbre than two-fifths of the respondents reported an excess
of qualified applicant vocancies, and in whiCh few respondents
indicated shortages, were classified. as fields experiencing
surpluses.

Fin. the "hiring success" indicator, fields in which it ex,
ceead 60 percent were Classified as "nonshortage" fields,
while those in which the rates were less than or equal to 60
percent were classified as experiencing shortages (chart 3). ,

The combination of both "perception" and 'hiring success"
indicat'ors are used to assign a final market elassification to
each field (table 1). 5mployer perceptions' data are used as
the primary indicator in classifying industrial S/E labor
markets by degree of imbalance. The decision'to rely more
on this soft statistic irin part necessitated by the absence.,
of historical data on .which to base "norms" fortImore quan1
titative data.

Tablet. Summary of market condition Indicators

Field
Employer
perceptions

Hiring
Succesa, Overall

Computer science
amputer engineering
Electrical engineering ,
Petroleum engineering
Electronic engineering
Systemsanalysls
IngustrIalengIneering
Eartheelerrce
chemical engineering
MechanIcatengineering
Chemistry ., . .

CiVilengineering .

Physics
Mathematics

.

. .

Shortage
Shortage
Shortage .

Shortage
Shortage
Shortage
Balance
Balance .
Balance .
Balance
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus

Shortage
Shortage
Shortage
Nonshortage
Nonshortage
Nonshortage
Shortage
Shortage
Nonshortage
Nonshortage
Nonshortage
Nonshortage
Nonshortage
Nonshortage

.
Shortage
Shortage
Shortage
Shortage/balance
Shortage/balance
Shortage/balance
Balance/shortage
Balance/shortage
Balance
Balance
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus
Surplus

Soitrce National Science Founds on
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Chart 2. Science and engineering fields by proportion
of employer's-reporting shortage, balance, and

surplus of new graduates: 1981'
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Data were sought to describe the recruiting experience for
the 1-year period November 1980 to October 1981. During
this period the economy moved into a recession with total
employment growing by less than 1 percent; employtnent in
durable goods manufacturing industries, the primary ern:
ployers of engineers, did not change atta11.2 This was not
true of all industries, however, and comparisons made
between survey results and measures of industrial employ-
ment growth verify that occupational shortages are closely
related to industry growth patterns. The industrial sectors
that underwent overall employment growth in 1981computer-

'Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Employment and Earn-
ings. Vol 28, No 12 (Washington,D C , December 1981). table B-2.
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Chart 3. Science and engine'erIng fields
by degree of hiring success: 1981
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related and some energy-related industrieswete the ones
that reported shortages of the kinds of scientists and engi-
neers usually employed in these industries.

Probable Shortage Fields

Computer science. Both rabot market indicators signify
a shortage of bachelor's and master's comPuter-science en.
trants. One-half of the respondents indicated more vacan-
cies than applicants (chart 2); hiring success4chart 3) was
less than 50 perce0among the lowest of all fields. The
number of offers was less than' hiring goals, indicating a
silortige of qualified candidates. About 75 percent of em -.
ployers of Ph. D.'s in this field; however, stated that there,
were adequate or surplus numbers of qualified applicants.

A
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Computer engineering. Both measures of market condi-
tions Indicate a shortage of newgraduates in this field About
one-half of theprganizations employing these workers reported
more vacanciesthan qualified bachelor's applicants, and 60
percent reported an excess in the number of vacancies for
applicants with master's degreePsubstantially greater than
the aiterage, for all engineering fields Respondents were.
able to realize only about 40 percent of their hiring goals,
the lowest ratio of any field (chart 2). In addition,. this is
one of the few fields In which hiring goal§ exceeded offers,
signifying a dearth of qualified candidates

Electrical engineering. Both Indicators shoik shortages.
More than one-hall of the employers of graduates with bach-
elor's degrees in electrical engineering indicated that there
were more vacancies than-qualified applicants In addition,
employers were able to achieve only 41 percent of their hiring
goalsthe second lowest leyel for all fields. Perceptions of
shortages were even more pronounced for employers of grad-
uates with master's-degrees: three-fifths indicated a shortage
of qualified applicants, This was not true, however, for new
Ph D 's Fully 70 percent of the employers of Ph. D.'s reported
either a surplus, or a sufficient number of applicants.

Petroleum,enaineering. The measures indicated a prob-
able shortage in this field (shortage /balance) About -tw o-
thirgs of the employers of. graduate's with bachelor's and
master's degrees in petroleum engineering' reported ,fewer.
qualified applicants than jobs, a larger proportion than in
any othe field in the survey Employers reported, however,
that abou two-thirds of their,hiring goals were filled.

,Electro c engineering. There is a probable shortage in
this field ( hortage/balance) More than one-half (54 per-
cent) of th respondents indicated that new graduates in
plectrothc ngineering at the bachelor's level were in short
supply For mployers of master's- and Ph. D.-degree kecip-
ients the figures were 60 percent and 38 percent. respec-
tively 4F-data indicated, however, a higher than average
hiring success, with 70 percept of the annual recruitment
goals successfully achieved. k

Systems analysis. This is classified as shortage/balance
situation Almolt 45 percent of baccalaureate employers and
50 percent of master's employers indicated they had,fewer
qualified applicants than they sought. Of the employers of
Ph D 's, fully 75 percent noted an adequate or surplus supply
While the 4mployer perceptions measure indicates a slight
shortage of new syste9s analysis graduates at the bachelor's-
and master's-degree level, the hiririg success ratio indicates
a different circumstance. Roughly two-thirds of the hiring
goals of firms were met, suggesting a "nonshortage': situation

Fields in Which There is a Rough Balance

Industrial enginaering..The measures for industrial engi-
neering graduates indicate a 'Probable balance between supply
and demand (balance7shortagq). Employer evaluations of
the state of the bachelor's-.Ie'vel labor market were divided
almost evenly among conditions of Sho-rtage, balance, and
surplus. Almost one-half of the employers of graduates with
master's degrees' indicated a surplus nuMber of applicants.

*The hiring success rate_for this field, however. was incon:

An insufficient numlier of responses were obtained from employers of
Ph D. s in the fields of computer, industrial, and petroleum engineering,
'Mathematics. nd earth sciences

5 4

sistent with employer perception. About 45 percent of
employ er hiring goals -were not met, suggesting a possible
shortage situation.

e,Earth sciences. This field has ben classified as-probably
in balance with the possibilify of slective shortages About.
*three-fourths of the employers hiring in this field reported
an adequatp or a surplus number of applicants at all degree
levels_ Only 46 percent of recruitment goals were achieved,
however, suggesting a possible shortage of personnel. In as
much as these recruiting shortfalls were concentrated in alfew large firms, it seems likely that this apparelint shortage
is not widespread.

Chemical.enginfiering. Both indicators are consistent with
a situation of balance in this held Employer perceptions of
m.irket conditions for graduates with bachelor's and master's
degrees were almost equally divided among shortages, bal-
ances, andsurpluses. tor Ph. D 's. however. rover 40 per-
cent of employers reported a shortage of applicants,Overall,
hiring success at four-fifths of goals was also consistent with'
a 'Situation of "nonshortage.:'

Mechanical engineering. The indicators show abalanced
sitiration' Findings for this field, however. varied by degree
level Employ ers of mechanical engineering graduates with
bachelor's,degrees were equally divided as to their peccep-
nuns of imbalance with about one -thkr reporting shortages.
Nearly one-half of the employers of master's, however, noted
a shortage of qualified applicants, while 80 percent of em-
ployers of Ph. D 's felt they had an,adequate or excess number
of qualified applicants The hiring success rate of 64 percent
of job macancies was above average for the engineering
fields

Probable Surplus Fields

ChemistrY. All indicators suggest a surplus of persons with
degrees in chemistry. A sualus of qualified applicants was
reported by percent and 45 percent of employers of bach-
elor's- and master's-degree recipients, respectively. For
Ph D.'s, about 50 percent of the employers noted a balance
and 31 perc\ent a surplus of qualified applicants. The demand
for new graduates as t proportion of total employment of
chemists (5 percent) was among the lowest of the fields sur-

e%,ed; and reflects in part the decline in total employment
1n the chemical industry. Employers were able to hire 97
percent of their goals. the highest ratio of any field.

Civil engineering. The depressed conditions of the con-
struction industry have adversely affected the mprket for
civil engineers. A large proportion of respondents, about

,two-thirds, indicated a surplus of new graduates at the
bachelor's, master's. and Ph. D. levels. Employers were able
to fill about 60 percent of their goals, a somcwhatJUgher

(proportion than average for all engineering fields.,
Physics. The,indicators point to a small surplus of new

physics graduates in relation to available, industrial. jobs.
The majority of employers of graduates with bachelor's-end
master's degrees' perceived a balance, but most of the rest
noted 'a surplus of graduates. The hiring success index of
.80 percent of goals was substantibily above the average fqr
all S/E fields. The interpretation of these data regarding the
demand for nondoctoral degree-VIders. however, should be
treated idith caution since these degrees do not generally

-qualify an applicant roremployment as a physicist. It may
well be that man, of graduates are being hired for
computer- related Jobs,
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Mathematics."The overall- picture for new mathematics
griacIllates seems to _indicate a small surplus of qualified'
applicants! Ov er one-half of the responding employers of
Imfhelor's- and master's-degree recipients' indicated an excess
numbers of qualified applicants over available jobs, with the
remainder of these employ ers. reporting a balance Firms
were able to fill more than 80 percent' of their'v acancies, a
ratio.that is among the highest of thel sun, ev ed fields.

, . . .s .
"Mafiet Conditions by Size of Firms

. .
. Demand for new hires tas a proportion of their employ-
ment-of scientists and engineersr Was substantially greater
for large firms than for medium-sized firms, 15 percent
versus 6 percent. This could reflect a greater desired growth
rate on the part orlarge firms, or a higher labcK turnover
experienced by these firms. Given, their relatively lower.

. goals the medium-sized firms were much more successful in
meeting their employme requirements, actual hires ex-izt
ceeied goals by about 5 rcent. In comparison, large firnis
filled only one-half of their relatively larger total recruit -
ment.goals. This pattern held for all Ids except chemistry and
mathematics where large firms were more successful in
achieving their hiring goals The ratios of offers to actual-
hires; howev er, were nearly identical for large and medium
firms, i e.. slightly more than 2.0 The net effect of these pat-
terns w'as that actual hires as a proportion of the organiza-
tional S,'E employment base were about the same for both
sets of firms-8 percent for large firms v ersuS 7 percent for
medium-sized firms -

,Causes-of shortages

Employers reporting S/E person'nel shortages were asked
to provideiiinformation on their perceptions of the single
most important reason for the lack of qualified applicants.
For all fields and degree levels, the cause cited most often

Chart 4. Perceived reasons for shortages of new entrants
from science/engineering fields: 1981
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1A:,1 s "growth in requirements" which accounted fur over
one -half of bachelor's shortages, two-thirds of the master's,
and tvvo-fifths of the Ph. D.'s (chart 4). "Competition from
other industries," 'the next most mentioned cause of shortages,
was reported by over one-fourth of these employ ers

A mismatch between applicant qualifications and employer
needs as not a major factor'in perceptions of shortage.
Thus. n'appropriate training" acounted fok only 10 per-
cent of the responses for bachelor's shortage's, 2.per4ent for
master's, and 5 percent for Ph. D 's 'Decline in supply wasaster
a factor only for Ph D,'sabout one-fifth of those reporting a
shortage noted. this as the primary cause It is interesting to
note that employers.drcl nocconsider geographical location to
be a significant factor Thus, failifrifto recruit because "jobs
are at an undesirable location,' applicants are unwilling -to-
relocate" was not perceivedas a major factor in shortages of
new graduates; this factor accounted for only 2 percent of the '
responses Lack of rhOilityef experienced workers; however,

I, may bea Much more substantial problem in recruiting.
/ .- .

Actions Talcenjo Alleviate Shortages

Employers who reported shortages were asked to state
t

what ations, if any, were taken to alleviate the situation.
The aLtion reported by two-fifths of all respondents was
"increased recruitment effort" (chart 5). Thirty percent and
15 percent of the respondents reported "higher salary offers"
and "improved benefits," respec'tively , in additiion, more
tharr10 percent of the firms "hired persons with inappropriate
training and retrairied them It is notable that only 3 percent*
of those reporting a shortage of scientists and engineers
speci4ied "reduced production or research" as an outcome
of these shortages.

ChaYt 5. Actions taken by employers to alleviate shortages
. of new science/engineering graduates: 1981
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